
Dobermann Club of WA Championship Show 1 
Saturday, 6 November 2021 

 

Judge: Mrs Sheryle Pike (SA) 

 
Class 1 Baby Puppy Dog (3 Entries) 

1 1st - MYOWN MAN OF STEEL - 6100130646 DOB: 28/06/2021 - Exh: G L BALL 

Sire: Modadobe Valyrian Steel (AI) Dam: Ch Myown Get This Party Started 

 
Four month old black and rust male baby puppy. Very well balanced and good size, with good bone and substance for 

his age. Very nice head with good planes and strong muzzle, dark eye and correct ear set. Good neck which flows 

smoothly into forequarters which are well angulated, as is his hindquarters, giving him a very well balanced appearance, 

nice tight feet. Moved very well for one so young and shows a great deal of promise. 

 
2 3rd - DOBREGAL TOP GUN - 6100130963 DOB: 29/07/2021 – Exh: G Jones 

Sire: Dobregal Bad Boy (AI) Dam: Dobregal Queen Of Sheba 

 
Three month old brown and rust male baby puppy. Good size with good bone and substance and well balanced at this 

stage. Head is a bit heavy but in keeping with his body and he has a pleasing expression although his ears are a little 

large. Front and rear angulation is balanced, good tail set and good feet. Top-line was roaching which I put down to him 

being a little anxious. 

 

3 2nd - DOBREGAL BLUE VALENTINE – 6100130964 DOB: 29/07/2021 – Exh: G Jones 
Sire: Dobregal Bad Boy (AI) Dam: Dobregal Queen Of Sheba 

 
Three month old brown and rust male baby puppy. Balanced, good size with good strong bone and substance for his 

age. Head is strong and in proportion to his body, strong muzzle, dark eye and good ear set. Neck is strong, forequarters 

are well angled at this stage, top-line and tail set were a little difficult to assess as he was a little anxious and not 

carrying himself very well. Hindquarters are balanced with forequarters at this stage. Unable to assess his movement. 

Another puppy who shows promise. 

 
 

Class 3 Puppy Dog (2 Entries) 

4 1st - DOBREGAL BAD BAD LEROY BROWN (AI) - 6100127482 DOB: 20/01/2021 – Exh: J Bovell 
Sire: Pride Of Russia Major (Imp Russia) Dam: Dobregal Queen Of Sheba 

 
Nine and half month old Brown and rust male, square, medium size with good strong bone, however I would prefer a 

little more elegance. His head is strong but in proportion to his body, although a bit too heavy for me, dark brown eye, 

good ear set, correct dentition. I would prefer more front and rear angulation however he is balanced front and rear. 

Level top-line with correct tail set, and a strong deep chest. Although overall quality was evident, I was unable to assess 

this puppy on the move despite several attempts and therefore unable to comment on his movement. 

 

 
5 2nd - DOBREGAL BACK IN BLACK (AI) – 6100127487 DOB: 20/01/2021 – Exh: G Jones 

Sire: Pride Of Russia Major Dam: Dobregal Queen Of Sheba 

 
Nine and half month old Black and rust male, strongly built medium sized, again I would prefer a bit more elegance. 

Head is strong and in proportion to his body, ears set correct, dark eye and correct dentition. Neck flows well into 

shoulders however I would prefer more front angulation and more chest on this puppy, also lacking rear angulation, tail 

set is a little high for my preference. Lacks both reach and drive on the move due mainly to his lack of front and rear 

angulation. 
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Class 4 Junior Dog (1 Entry) 
 

6 1st - DOBREGAL BLACK MAMBA (AI) - 6100127150 DOB: 6/01/2021 - Exh: E Edwards J Green 
Sire: Pride Of Russia Major Dam: Dobregal Queen Of Hearts 

 
Eleven month old black and rust male, square medium sized dog with strong heavy bone, I would prefer a little less. 

Head is strong and in proportion to body, planes are adequate, dark eye, correct ear set and correct dentition. Neck is a 

little on the short side and he could have better angulation in front with better lay of shoulder. Top-line level however 

his tail set is high. Lacks hind angulation, very good feet. Correct coat with good colour. On the move he lacks reach and 

drive however I was unable to adequately assess the movement on this dog due to his handler not presenting him at his 

best. GRADING - GOOD 

 
Class 5 Intermediate Dog (3 Entries) 

 

7 1st - AEGIS ROLLS ROYCE PHANTOM - 6100121614 DOB: 18/02/2020 Exh: Mrs D A Ball 
Sire: Ch Aegis The Night Manager (Ai) Dam: Aegis Days Of Future Past (Ai) 

 
Nineteen month old fawn and rust male, elegant square dog however slightly unbalanced overall. This dog has an 

excellent head piece, long and correct blunt wedge with great expression, correct eye, correct ears, and correct 

dentition. Long neck which flows well into shoulder, however he is upright in shoulder and upper arm resulting in a 

straight front, he is straight in pasterns. He has a very good top-line and correct tail set although he is a little over 

angulated in the rear, which spoils overall balance of the dog. Excellent feet, good coat colour and condition. Moves well 

considering his straight front, however he is restricted in his front on the move. 

GRADING: VERY GOOD 

 
8 3rd - DOBREGAL YOU GOT IT (AI) - 6100055046 DOB: 9/04/2020 Exh: Graeme Jones 

Sire: Pride Of Russia Major (Imp Rus) Dam: Dobregal Brown Sugar 

 
Eighteen month old Brown and rust male, square medium size dog with good bone. Head is in proportion to body 

however his head planes are not parallel, dark eye, correct ear set and correct dentition. Neck is on the shorter side, 

front angulation is a little straight, has a level top-line with good tail set. Hindquarters could do with a little more 

angulation and length of stifle. He is restricted in both front and rear movement but again this was difficult to assess 

due to his inexperienced handler. 

GRADING: GOOD 

 

9 2nd - DOBREGAL CONQUISTADOR (AI) - 6100122165 DOB: 9/04/2020 Exh: Miss S Varrone 
Sire: Pride Of Russia Major (Imp Rus) Dam: Dobregal Brown Sugar 

 
Eighteen month old black and rust male, square, heavy dog with strong heavy bone. Head is also strong and heavy but 

in keeping with his body, a little too broad in back skull for me, dark eye, correct ear set and correct dentition. Neck is 

moderate and flows into moderately angulated shoulders. He has a good top-line and tail set, moderately angulated in 

rear and I would prefer a little more length in stifle. He moved well when I was able to assess, however due to the 

apparent inexperience of the handler the dog was not presented at his best which made it difficult to judge him. 

GRADING: GOOD 
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Class 9 State Bred Dog (2 Entries) 
 

10 1st - CH AEGIS DANNY REAGAN - 6100111434 DOB: 21/05/2018 Exh: Mrs D A Ball 
Sire: Ch Aegis The Night Manager (AI) Dam: Aegis Je Suis A Rock Star 

 
Three year old black and rust male of very good breed type. Square dog, medium size with good bone and is well 

balanced. Very good head with excellent planes, dark eye, correct ear set and correct dentition. Moderate neck flows 

smoothly into shoulders however I would prefer a little more front angulation. He has good level top-line, although I 

would prefer him a little bit shorter in loin he is quite acceptable, hindquarters moderately angulated and he has correct 

tail set, he has very good feet. Moves well with reach and drive and is well balanced. 

GRADING: VERY GOOD 

 
11 2nd - DOBREGAL VLADIMYR THE IMPALER (AI) - 6100127147 DOB: 6/01/2021 Exh: S Seth & V Adnani 

Sire: Pride Of Russia Major (Imp Russia) Dam: Dobregal Queen Of Hearts 

 
Eleven month old black and rust male, medium sized but solid dog, with strong heavy bone and slightly unbalanced. 

Heavy headed dog with muzzle a little too short and although it is in proportion to his body, he is a little too heavy for 

my preference, nice dark eye, correct ears and correct dentition. Neck is heavy and a little too short, front angulation is 

moderate, he has a good level top-line however tail set is too high and he is a little too straight in the rear than I would 

prefer, very good feet. Unfortunately, this dog was a little too immature for this class, plus handling and his 

misbehaviour did not allow adequate assessment. 

GRADING: GOOD 

 

Class 10 Australian Bred Dog (1 Entry) 
 

12 1st - CH AEGIS THE FORCE AWAKENS (AI) - 6100112254 DOB: 1/07/2018 Exh: Mrs D A Ball 
Sire: Am Gr Ch Element Rock Star Dam: Aust Ch Aegis Grace Slick 

 
Three year old Brown and rust male of excellent breed type. Medium size, square, good bone, well balanced and very 

well presented. This dog has a very well-balanced head with great expression, he has excellent planes, strong underjaw, 

nice dark eye, correct ear set and correct dentition. Neck is of moderate length and slightly arched and flows smoothly 

into well angulated and smooth shoulders, he has a correct level top-line and correct tail set. Hindquarters are 

moderately angulated and strong, although I would prefer a little more length in stifle and stronger second thigh it did 

not detract from the overall quality of this dog. Presentation, coat condition and colour are all excellent, moved very 

well with good reach and drive and he maintained a well-balanced appearance on the move. I was delighted to award 

this dog Challenge and Best in Show. 

GRADING: EXCELLENT 

 

Class 11 Open Dog (5 Entries) 
 

13 3rd - AEGIS GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY (AI) - 6100112253 DOB: 1/07/2018 EXH: Mrs D A Ball 
Sire: Am Gr Ch Element Rock Star Dam: Aust Ch Aegis Grace Slick 

 
Three year old Black and rust male of good breed type. Medium size, strong bone although slightly heavier than I 

would prefer. Head is in proportion to his body, good expression, good planes, dark eye, correct ear set and correct 

dentition. Neck is moderate in length and flows smoothly into well angulated forequarters, I would prefer a stronger 

top-line and he is a little too long in loin than I prefer. Hindquarters are very well angulated and maybe slightly 

unbalanced with forequarters but overall still good. Movement was a little loose and his top-line a little soft on the 

move. 
GRADING: VERY GOOD 
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14 1st - SUPREME CH. COPPERDOBE TAKE A STAND (IMP NZ) - 03329-2013 DOB: 21/02/2013 EXH: J Hovell & J 

de Reeper 
Sire: Ch. Fenix De Akido San (Imp Arg) Dam: Ch. Coppertop Wot A Pitcha Cd. Td. Et. 

 
Eight and half year old black and rust male of excellent breed type who belied his years. Elegant, square, medium size 

dog with good bone, well balanced and very well presented. His head is well balanced and in proportion to his body, 

good length of muzzle, very good planes, underjaw could be a tiny bit stronger, nice dark eye, correct ear set, correct 

dentition, and excellent expression. Good length of neck which flows smoothly into well angulated forequarters, deep 

brisket and smooth fore chest, level top-line which he maintained when he moved despite his age, correct tail set, his 

hindquarters are well angulated. Coat condition, colour and presentation were all excellent. Moved with reach and drive 

however he began to tire as the class progressed and he was unable to maintain the vigour and elasticity required. It 

was an absolute pleasure to award this dog Reserve Challenge and Runner Up Best in Show. 

GRADING: EXCELLENT 

 
15 2nd - VALKYRIAN LUTHOR CORP (IMP USA) - WS61567401 DOB: 3/05/2018 EXH: Catherine Murphy 

Sire: Am. Ch. Arg. Gr. Ch. Chil. Ch. Int Ch. Latin Am. Ch. Mex Ch. Nello's Lex Luthor (Arg) Dam: Valkyrian Rocks Hawaii 
 

Three year old black and rust male of good breed type. Medium size, good bone, square although could be a little better 

balanced. Head is in proportion to his body, planes are correct, good expression, correct eye shape and eye colour, good 

ear set and correct dentition. Neck is moderate in length and flows smoothly into shoulders, I would prefer a little more 

angulation in his forequarter, top-line is level although it does slope a little bit steeper than I would prefer, tail set a little 

low. Hindquarters are well angulated which creates a slight unbalanced appearance with his front however still a nice 

dog overall, good feet. On the move, he is slightly restricted in front however drive is adequate. 

GRADING: VERY GOOD 
 

16 4th - VANSITAR SHAPE OF MY HEART (IMP NZ) - 06854-2018 DOB: 5/07/2018 EXH: VANSITAR DOBERMANNS 
Sire: Am Gch Heartwood’S Electric Blues Man, Cd, Bn, Ra, Cgc, Thda, Trkn Dam: Aust Ch Vansitar Tigers Dark Aurora (Imp 

Nz) 

 
Three year old Black and rust male. Medium size, good bone and well balanced. His head is a little shorter in muzzle 

than I prefer and does lack fill under the eyes, eye is dark but not correct shape, ear set is OK and correct dentition. Neck 

is a little shorter than I prefer, forequarters could be slightly better angulated, top-line is level and tail set is correct. 

Hindquarter angulation is adequate. Movement lacked adequate reach and drive. 

GRADING: GOOD 
 

17 Absent - CH VANSITAR ITS NOW OR NEVER (IMP NZ) - 00040-2017 DOB: 4/11/2016 EXH: VANSITAR 

DOBERMANNS & Z MCCORMICK 
Sire: Nz Ch Carridene One For The Money Dam: Vansitar Piper Heidsieck (Imp Nz) 
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Class 1a Baby Puppy Bitch (2 Entries) 
 

18 1st - MYOWN STEEL DAHLIA - 6100130647 DOB: 28/06/2021 EXH: G L BALL 
Sire: Modadobe Valyrian Steel (Ai) Dam: Ch Myown Get This Party Started 

 
Four month old black and rust female baby puppy. Very nice breed type, square outline, feminine with good bone and 

very well balanced for her age. Very nice head with good expression, good fill under her eyes, dark eye and good ear set. 

Neck into shoulder is very smooth with good front and rear angulation, level top-line, correct tail set and good feet. 

Moved well although a tiny bit wide which is likely due to her age. A very promising puppy. 

 
19 2nd - VALKYRIAN VIOLET BROOK - 6100130539 DOB: 11/06/2021 EXH: VALKYRIAN DOBERMANNS 

Sire: Valkyrian Luthor Corp (Imp Usa) Dam: Ch Valkyrian Annie Brook Td 

 
Five month old black and rust female baby puppy. Nice puppy with good breed type, balanced, square and has good 

bone. This puppy has good expression although not quite as strong in head as first placed puppy. Front and rear 

angulation is good, level top-line and correct tail set, good feet. Moved well. 

 
 

Class 3a Puppy Bitch (3 Entries) 
 

20 1st - MYOWN IRRESISTIBLE FORCE - 6100127415 DOB: 1/01/2021 EXH: G L Ball 
Sire: Ch Aegis The Force Awakens (Ai) Dam: Ch Myown Get This Party Started 

 
Ten month old black and rust female puppy. Very good breed type, square, good bone and very well balanced puppy. 

Head is balanced and in proportion to her body, good planes, dark eye, correct ear set, correct dentition and good 

expression. Nice long slightly arched neck which flows smoothly into shoulders. Forequarters have good angulation, level 

top-line and correct tail set. Hindquarters are well angulated; she has good feet. Moved well with good reach and drive. 

Another promising puppy. 

 
21 Absent - BRAVADOBE WITH OR WITHOUT YOU - 6100127832 DOB: 3/02/2021 EXH: Bravadobe Dobermanns 

and Mrs V. Kendrick 
Sire: Ch. Engel War Machine (Imp Nzl} Dam: Ch Bravadobe Too Hot For You (Nzl) 

 
22 Absent - DOBREGAL VALENKA TO THE MOON (AI) - 6100127148 DOB: 6/01/2021 EXH: B Du Plessis 

Sire: Pride Of Russia Major Dam: Dobregal Queen Of Hearts 
 

 
Class 4a Junior Bitch (2 Entries) 

 

23 1st - AEGIS GIMME ALL YOUR LOVIN - 6100125229 DOB: 24/09/2020 EXH: Mrs D A Ball 
Sire: Ch Aegis The Force Awakens (Ai) Dam: Ch Aegis To Kill A Mockingbird (Ai) 

 
Thirteen month old brown and rust female. Good breed type, square and very well balanced. Head is good however 

planes could be slightly better, and I would like a little more underjaw, dark eye, correct ear set and full dentition. Neck 

into shoulder flows smoothly, front angulation is good, top-line is level and tail set is correct, hindquarter is well 

angulated, a little leggy but well balanced overall. Moves very well with good reach and drive. 

GRADING: VERY GOOD 
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24 2nd - MARTYN I CAME I SAW I SPARKLED AT BRAVADOBE - 0422-2021 DOB: 14/10/2020 EXH: BRAVADOBE 

DOBERMANNS 
Sire: Am Gr Ch Perfex Canis Major (Usa) Dam: Carridene The Family Jewels At Martyn (Nz) 

 
12 month old brown and rust female. Good breed type, square, balanced and good bone. Head is very good with very 

good planes, good expression, dark eye, correct ear set and full dentition. Neck into shoulder is a little abrupt and I 

would prefer a smoother transition into shoulders, front angulation is adequate, top-line is level, tail set is a little high, 

hindquarters angulation is well balanced with front. Colour is very rich dark brown. Movement is a little restricted in 

front however overall is satisfactory. 

GRADING: VERY GOOD 

 

Class 5a Intermediate Bitch (2 Entries) 
 

25 2nd - DOBREGAL ANGELS GOT TOGETHER (AI) - 6100122177 DOB: 9/04/2020 ExXH: Mr A Ball & Miss J 

Vujatov 
Sire: Pride Of Russia Major (Imp Rus) Dam: Dobregal Brown Sugar 

 
Eighteen month brown and rust female. Good breed type, although a little heavier in bone than first placed bitch she is 

balanced. Head is satisfactory and in proportion to her body, a little broad in back skull, and a little short in muzzle, dark 

eye and correct ear set, correct dentition. Neck is adequate and flows smoothly into shoulders, I would prefer better 

front angulation however it is adequate, top-line is level and tail set is a little low, hindquarters could be better 

angulated however balanced with forequarter, good feet. Moved well eventually although she was not particularly 

compliant, and handler was inexperienced and did not present her at her best. 

GRADING: VERY GOOD 

 
26 1st - VALKYRIAN NORTH CREEK - 6100123265 DOB: 18/04/2020 EXH: VALKYRIAN DOBERMANNS 

Sire: Valkyrian Luthor Corp (Imp Usa) Dam: Valkyrian Darlington Brook 

 
Eighteen month black and rust female. Good breed type, medium size with good bone and good balance. Head is good, 

well balanced with good expression, dark eye, correct ear set and correct dentition. Neck is good length and flows well 

into shoulder, her front angulation is adequate, level top-line, tail set is a little low set and croup is slightly rounded. 

Hindquarter in balance with forequarters. Moved out well although reluctant to keep her tail up she was good overall. 

GRADING: VERY GOOD 

 

Class 9a State Bred Bitch (3 Entries) 
 

27 1st - AEGIS DANCN WITH MYSELF - 6100123828 DOB: 23/06/2020 EXH: Mrs D A Ball 
Sire: Aegis Guardians Of The Galaxy (Ai) Dam: Ch/Neut Ch Aegis Harley Quinn 

 
Sixteen month old black and rust female. Very good breed type, feminine, still a little immature but elegant and square, 

and presents a very nice outline, she has good bone and is well balanced. Head is good with good planes and strong 

underjaw, she has dark eye, correct ear set and correct dentition, she has very good expression. Good length of neck 

which flows smoothly into shoulders, good front angulation and good depth of chest, level top-line and correct tail set. 

She has very good hindquarter angulation and presents a well balanced outline, good feet. Good coat, good condition 

and very well presented. On the move she toes in very slightly when she comes towards you however, she moved very 

well with good reach and drive. I was impressed with this young bitch and pleased to award her Challenge. 

GRADING: EXCELLENT 
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28 2nd - BRAVADOBE SCARLET WITCH (AI) - 6100120005 DOB: 22/11/2019 EXH: Bravadobe Dobermanns & Mrs 

T Roberts 
Sire: Ch Bravadobe Oh Yes I Can Dam: Ch Bravadobe Quest For Truth (Ai) 

 
Almost two year old brown and rust female. Very good breed type, feminine with good bone and well balanced. Head is 

very good with good planes, dark eye, correct ear set and correct dentition. Neck is good length and flows smoothly into 

shoulders, good front angulation, level top-line and correct tail set, well angulated hindquarters giving a well balanced 

outline, good feet. Moved well with good reach and drive. 

GRADING: EXCELLENT 

 
29 Absent - VANSITAR GLIMMER IN THE FIRE (AI) (IID NZL)) - 6100116315 DOB: 15/03/2019 EXH: VANSITAR 

DOBERMANNS 
Sire: Can Ch Liberator's Glimmer Man (Can) Dam: Ch Vansitar Suspicious Minds (Imp Nz) 

 

 
Class 10a Australian Bred Bitch (1 Entry) 

 

30 1st - CH MYOWN GET THIS PARTY STARTED - 6100108284 DOB: 19/10/2017 EXH: G L BALL 
Sire: Aegis Party Like A Rock Star Dam: Myown Power Of One 

 
Four year old black and rust female. Very good breed type, medium size with good bone, well balanced. Head is very 

good, with very good planes, good expression, dark eye, correct ear set with correct dentition. Long neck with slight arch 

and flows smoothly into shoulders, forequarters moderately angulated and smooth. Top-line is level, tail set is correct, 

hindquarters well angulated, she has good feet. It is obvious she has had a litter of puppies relatively recently as her top- 

line is a little soft on the move and underline is still soft and yet to tuck up. Moves well with good reach and drive. I was 

happy to award her Reserve Challenge. 

GRADING: EXCELLENT 

 

Class 11a Open Bitch (5 Entries) 
 

31 1st - CH AEGIS TOUGH N TALENTED - 6100117429 DOB: 13/05/2019 EXH: Mrs D A Ball 
Sire: Ch Aegis The Night Manager (Ai) Dam: Ch Aegis Grace Slick 

 
Two and half year old brown and rust female. Very good breed type, medium size, square and well balanced. Head is 

very good, with good planes, good fill under eye and well developed underjaw, dark eye, correct ear set, full dentition, 

and very pleasing expression. Moderate length of neck which flows smoothly into shoulders, forequarters could be a 

little better angulated and she could have slightly more fore chest. Top-line is level and tail set is correct, hindquarters 

well angulated, good feet. Moves well although slightly restricted in front extension also slightly wide on the out and 

back. 

GRADING: EXCELLENT 

 
32 Absent - CH VANSITAR FAIRYTALE O NEW YORK (IMP NZ) - 01118-2017 DOB: 11/12/2016 EXH: MR A & MRS 

E MORRIS & VANSITAR DOBERMANNS 
Sire: Am & Can Ch Starlaine West Side Story (Imp Usa) Dam: Ch Vansitar Tigers Dark Aurora (Imp Nz) 
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33 2nd - CH VANSITAR GO FOR GOLD (IMP NZ) - 04230-2018 DOB: 16/04/2018 EXH: 

VANSITAR DOBERMANNS 
Sire: Am Ch Kaywood's Clear Nite Mission Dam: Cib, Can Ch, Aust Sup Ch, Nz Ch Summits Vansitar Vb Eureka (Imp Usa) 

 

Three year old black and rust female. Very good breed type, square and well balanced. Head is very good, balanced with 

good planes, good underjaw, dark eye, correct ear set and correct dentition. Neck is moderate and flows smoothly into 

very well angulated shoulders. Forechest is well developed and smooth, good level top-line and correct tail set. 

Hindquarters are well angulated and nicely balanced with forequarters, good feet. Moves well although slightly 

restricted in front extension. 

GRADING: EXCELLENT 
 

34 Absent - CH VANSITAR GOOD AS GOLD (IMP NZ) - 04229-2018 DOB: 16/04/2018 EXH: VANSITAR 
DOBERMANNS 

Sire: Am Ch Kaywood's Clear Nite Mission Dam: Cib, Can Ch, Aust Sup Ch, Nz Ch Summits Vansitar Vb Eureka (Imp Usa) 

 
35 3rd - CH VANSITAR SUSPICIOUS MINDS (IMP NZ) TD - 00045-2017 DOB: 4/11/2016 EXH: VANSITAR 

DOBERMANNS 
Sire: Nz Ch Carridene One For The Money Dam: Vansitar Piper Heidsieck (Imp Nz) 

 

Five year old brown and rust female. Good breed type, well balanced and square. Head is balanced with good planes, 

dark eye, correct ear set and full dentition. Neck is moderate and flows well into shoulders. Forequarters are moderately 

angulated, level top-line and correct tail set, hindquarters moderately angulated and balanced with front. 

Unfortunately, this bitch did not want to stand for examination which made it difficult for me to assess her. Moved OK. 

GRADING: VERY GOOD 

 
Class 18a Neuter Bitch (3 Entries) 

 

37 2nd - CH/NEUT CH AEGIS HARLEY QUINN - 6100106893 DOB: 2/08/2017 EXH: Mrs D A Ball 
Sire: Ch Aegis The Night Manager (Ai) Dam: Aegis Je Suis A Rock Star 

 
Four year old black and rust bitch. Very good breed type, square and well balanced. Good head with good expression, 

good fill, dark eye, ear set is OK but would prefer slightly higher placement, correct dentition. Good neck which flows 

well into shoulders. Well angulated forequarters, good top-line and correct tail set. Hindquarters are well angulated, 

good feet. Moves well with good reach and drive however she does toe in slightly when coming towards you. 

GRADING: EXCELLENT 

 
38 1st - NCH VANSITAR IN THE GHETTO (IMP NZ) - 00043-2017 DOB: 4/11/2016 EXH: THE LATE VP BRENNAN 

Sire: Nz Ch Carridene One For The Money Dam: Vansitar Piper Heidsieck (Imp Nz) 

 
Five year old black and rust female. Very good breed type, medium size and square. Very good head, with good 

expression, good fill and good underjaw, dark eye and correct ear set. Forequarters are smooth and well angulated, 

level top-line and correct tail set. Hindquarters are well angulated and balanced very well with forequarters, good feet. 

Moves very well with good reach and drive although slightly wide when she comes towards you. 

GRADING: EXCELLENT 

 
39 3rd - NEUT. CH & CH. BRAVADOBE LETS GET ROCKED (AI) E.T. - 6100069363 DOB: 16/11/2010 EXH: Ms N 

Maassen 
Sire: Uk. Ch. & Ir. Ch. Supeta’S Enuf’S Enuf For Cooley (Uk) Dam: Ch. Bravadobe Pure Kaos (Ai) E.T. 

 
Eleven year old black and rust female. Good breed type, medium size, very slightly longer in loin than I would prefer. 

Head is balanced and in proportion to body, good length of muzzle, could have slightly more underjaw, dark eye and 

correct ear set. Neck is moderate and flows smoothly into shoulders, I would like a little more angulation in her 

forequarters. Top-line is level and tail set OK, hindquarters moderately angulated and balanced with forequarter. Moved 

well for her age. 

GRADING: VERY GOOD 


